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TALC APPLICATOR MODEL TAL
This is a very compact solution with small dimensions.
This small chalk applicator model TAL we have developed is of the longitudinal type where the will a cable or rubber tube run  
through it.
Composed of a chalk chamber and a hopper, this machine is placed directly against the crosshead of the extruder.
The body and the hopper is made of AISI304 stainless steel.
On the oblique side of the hopper there is a transparent polycarbonate panel to control the chalk level.
A mixing unit placed in the powder chamber will guarantee a continuous mixing of the powder and a constant film on the product.
The cleaning of the product will be done by compressed air using a simple pneumatic group.
So can introduce air at very low power pressure, 0-4 bar, which will clean the product, so you will avoid friction (with gaskets or 
brushes).
The air flow is directed from outside to inside of the chamber by two air nozzles.
The excess chalk settles in the chamber, will be remove it manually.
Inside the chamber of chalk there are assembled the support rollers of the product.
The chalk chamber is studying to avoid any leak the chalk to the outside of the machine.
There is a specifically calibrated central hole for the product to pass through.
The small gear-motor is placed in vertical position.
There are electromagnetic sensors and safety micro switches so if the chamber of chalk is open the motor doesn’t start.
Electrical panel with push buttons: white for start, black for stop, red for emergency stop

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION
Maximum diameter of the cable or rubber  tube (mm) 30
Maximum speed for a good result (m/min) 300
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